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Search & Rescue (SAR) Background

• Skilled teams for particular 
tasks

• Sizes and resources vary
• Robots

• Fall under incident command 
system (ICS)

• Earthquake example



Typical SAR Mission

• Scene safety
• Planning
• Decision making & execution
• Continuous adjustments
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SAR Robots

• Autonomous vs non-autonomous
• Limitations

• Types
• Rovers, drones, snakes, etc.

• Sensors
• Cameras, thermal, incline, etc.
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SAR Robots: 
Earthquake Example

• Scene safety
• Deployed to reduce human harm and 

identify threats
• Planning

• Robot use needs to be considered
• Decision making & execution

• If deployed, decisions must be made 
based on information

• Continuous adjustments
• Navigating, communicating, decision 

making



Operations

• Typically one operator

• Interact with a controller

• View robot and control through interface 
• Variety of controllers and interfaces



Considerations

• Operator must:
1. Perceive
2. Interpret
3. Put into context
4. Make a decision

• Navigating
• Strategy/communication
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Critical Incidents • Basis for creating solutions for more effective use 
of SAR robots



Interface
Requirements

• Ensure the operator receives all necessary 
information to avoid critical incidents



Interfaces Guidelines 
& Improvements

• Enhance awareness: map of where 
robot has been

• Lower cognitive load: fused sensor 
information

• Increase efficiency: minimize 
multiple windows

• Provide help in choosing robot 
modality: provide assistance in 
determining appropriate level of 
robotic autonomy

• Pan and tilt indicators: See surroundings better
• Ranging information: Detect obstacles & bring attention
• System alerts: Shift to auditory alerts
• Environment map: Enhance awareness 
• Rear sensors: Quick & accurate positioning



Mental Models

• Representation of the robot in space and time
• Ability to connect aspects
• Earthquake example

• 50% of time spent stopped
• Updating mental model

• Less cognitive load = more accurate models in less time
• Results in more time moving the robot

Cognitive tasks of 
navigating, searching, 

mapping, 
interpreting, and 
decision-making 

overload the operator



Team Mental
Model

• High SA = higher/more effective 
communication

• Research has found that planning 
and communication helped to 
increase a team-wide mental 
model, and lead to higher 
performance
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Integrating Ideas: Requirements for Success

• Capable robot: Robust & appropriate technology
• Interface: Inform the user but structured in a way that reduces 

cognitive load
• Communication: The relationship between SAR teams and the rest of 

the ICS is well established and efficient. 
• Strong mental models: Awareness and inform decision-making.

Interconnectivity is key, but missing



Goal Setting & 
Training

• Guide decision making of 
new tools
• Increase communication
• Better and more aligned

mental models across the 
ICS



Co-operating

• Primary operator: Navigation

• Secondary operator:
• Reduce error with second 

set of eyes
• Be communication liaison
• Update robot route by 

interacting with second 
interface with mapping 
abilities
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